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Our motivations to investigate Stokes geometry of the qua凶 zedHenon map are; (1) 
to establish the theory of chαotic tunneling [1， 2]， (2) to clarify orbit correlations in 
complex semiclassical treatment of chωtic systems. The Henon map is a polynomial 
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An alternative familiar form is obtained by making an a血nechange of variables as 
(p， q)= (y -X， X -1) together with a p訂 ameterc = 1一仏
円 ( q ¥ ( q+p ¥ 
.L C .¥pノー ¥p-V'(q + p) ) 
Here the potential function V(q) is givenぉ V(q)= _q3/3 -cq. 
A standard recipe to formulate quantum mechanics of the symplectic mapping is 
first to construct the unitary operator generating the time evolution of quantum states. 
This is achieved by introducing discrete analog of the Feynman-type path integral: 
(2) 
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Here we take the coordinate repres則前ion.The function S(qO， ql，' .• ，qn) represents 
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The action functional is deri ved so that applyi時 thevariational princi ple to S ( qo ， ql， • • .ヲqn)
generates the symplectic map (2). In fact， we can easily see that the condition θS/θqj = 
。う (1三j三η-1) yields the classical map (2). 
A usual (complex) semicalssical scheme is just to take the leading order contri-






saddle point) method. The resulting semiclassical form叫ais expressed as a surn over 
contributions of classical trajectories connecting the initial and final states: 
<qη IU勺qo>勾 )~Aγ (qn ぅ qo)exp{isγ (qn ，qo) + iμ弓}，ム...J--1 ¥ -:ZH i ~V I ---，e- l. 1 
γ 
(5) 
where Aγ(qn， qo) stands for the amplitude factor associated with quantum fluctuation 
around each classical path i・ふ(qn，qo) is given by putti碍 thedata of the correspond-
ing classical path γinto the action functional S ( qo， ql， • •• ，q仇7ηιl
Ma邸slovindex. The summation is taken over such classical orbits that are located ini-
tially on the manifold qo =α， and finally on qn = s， where both αand βshould take 
real values since they are observables in the representation under consideration. 
We remark that even if there exist no real orbits connecting the initial and final 
manifolds qo =αand qo =仇we always have complex orbits， which appear as saddle 
point solutions of θSIθqj = 0， (1三j:; n -1) with the conditionsα，sεIR. Physi-
cally， such complex orbits can be and should be regarded as tunneling orbits since the 
transition between initial and final manifolds is forbidden within real classical orbits. 
This type of tunneling transition is often called dynamical tunneling in the literature 
[3]. 
A special advantage to employ the Henon map is that the theory of complex dy-
namical systems h部 wellbeen developed for polynomial diffeomorphisms [4]. This is 
important because the saddle point solutions of the quantum propagator are just the 
classical trajectories in the complex plane， especially tunneling transitions are in ques-
七ion.It is thus crucial to know the nature of complex clωsical dynamics， and also in 
this respect， the Henon map would be most suitable. 
On the other hand， as is well known， in applying the saddle point method， one 
must take into account Stokes phenomenα， that is， not al1 the saddle point solu-
tions( =complex classica1 orbits) do not contribute to the final semiclωsica1 superposi-
tion (5)， but only the solutions controlled by the connection through Stokes phenomena 
do so. The aim of our work is to find a recipe to introduce proper Stokes geometry to 
the qua凶umpropagator (3) of the Henon map and how it should be treated. 
The Stokes phenomenon for the l-step quantum propagator is almost trivial， since 
the single integral I ( q2)can be transformed into a canonical form of the Airy integral by 
an appropriate change of variables. For n三3，the object we have to analyze is multiple 
integrals. As easily anticipated， difficulties to understand Stokes phenomena in multiple 
integrals much escalate. Recent progresses in the exact WKB analysis， however， provide 
us promising approach to such issues [5]. In partic 
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The argument of [6] starts with defining virtual turning points as self-intersection 
points of bicharacteristic curves for the Borel transformed differential equation. Here 
self-intersection points are obtained by projecting ful bichar削 eristiccurves onto (x， y)
plane， where the variables y denotes the variable dual to a large parameter η. Then 
new Stokes curves are defined as the ones emanating from virtual turning points. 
The first task in our multiple-integrals was to establish the definition of turning 
points and Stokes curves， which are the most relevant ingredients to construct the 
Stokes geometry. 1n order to do this: we have connected. our problem to the treatment 
of Stokes phenomena in higher-order differential equations by deriving differential op-
erators acting on our multiple integl'叫s.¥.e can show， though notほ plicitlypresented 
here， that deri ving d必i百'erentialequai社tonsis equi valent tωosωolvi泊ngan 1凶litialvalue problem 
Oぱft仙heHe ω n map [伊阿8剣l卜.Vir凶.'t旬u凶laltun 山山k屯gpOl 凶s a錨swell aωS 1 
introduced. 
This looks somewhat a redundant way: since in usual cases integral representations 
carry much more information than differential equations. However， inmultiple inte-
grals， even if they certainly take integral forms it is not trh'ial at al to see how the 
saddle point method should be applied or il which co-dimensional space Stokes phe-
nomena occurs. 1n particular， although what we need is to know how the connection 
occurs in !(qn) as a function of qn， litle is known about how the Stokes geometry 
should be constructed in such a situation. 
With these settings， Stokes graphs for 2 and 3 step Henon map propagators were 
drawn， and the corresponding Stokes geometry was discussed undcr the priciple of the 
uni val uedne悶S岱scondition on given S針蜘t匂ok附e邸sg伊rap向hs[問8剖]ト.Several c∞o∞〉
unique geometry a叫lth恥ou凶1比th，in principle， arbitrary combinations of turning points and 
Stokes lines do not necessarily fix Stokes geometry uniquely. 
1n order to verify that resulting Stokes geometry is correct， hyperasymptotic ex-
pansions were considered [8]. A set of algebraic equations with controllable errors was 
used to explore the Riemann sheet structure of the Borel transform or equivalently 
adjacency relation of saddles of our multiple integrals [9]. The results were entirely 





be the first target to be investigated. If the situation for the anti-integrable limit is 
understood， one way to step forward is to trace Stokes geometry as a function of the 
system parameter， and focus on bifurcation phenomena [10， 8].In the horseshoe cぉe，
al the turning points are located on the real plane， but as the nonlinear paremeter c 
decreases， some of them fal into purely imaginary plane. Such an event occurs as a 
result of coalescence of turning points. If we know how the Stokes graph changes when 
such a bifurcation phenomenon occurs， the Stokes geometry in a generic p訂 ameter
value can be traced from the anti-integrable limit in principle. This is exactly the same 
strategy to study the pruning of the horseshoe structure. 
The author is grateful to T. Aoki， A. Olde Daalhais， C.J. Howls， T. Kaw.出‘ T.Onishi， 
Y. Takei， and A. Voros for their valuable comments and discussions. This report is 
based on the collaboration with K.S. Ikeda， which is announced as ref. [8]. 
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